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University of California, Riverside 
Communicated by the Editors 
It is shown that paradoxes arise in conditional probability calculations, due to 
incomplete specification of the problem at hand. This is illustrated with the Bore1 
and the Kac-Slepian type paradoxes. These are significant in applications including 
Bayesian inference. Also Renyi’s axiomatic setup does not resolve them. An open 
problem on calculation of conditional probabilities in the continuous case is 
noted. Ii“ 1988 Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In presenting his famous twenty-three problems in 1900, Hilbert [4] 
begins his sixth problem as: “the investigations on the foundation of 
geometry suggest the problem: To treat in the same manner, by means of 
axioms, those physical sciences in which mathematics plays an important 
part; in the first rank are the theory of probabilities and mechanics.” At that 
time, Hilbert was influenced by a published lecture given for high school 
teachers by Bohlmann, containing a brief account of the axioms of 
probability which clearly were not satisfactory. In presenting a solution of 
this sixth problem as it concerns probability theory, Kolmogorov went 
further in 1933 and included a general definition of conditional 
probability [6]. The latter concept was, until then, used only for discrete 
random variables and probability spaces. However, no systematic method 
of calculating these general conditional probabilities was given in [6]. In 
some of its practical applications, ad hoc methods of calculation usually 
resulted in different answers for the same problem, giving rise to paradoxes. 
These difficulties have not been adequately addressed in the literature and 
are skipped often by indicating heuristic advice. 
The purpose of this article is to discuss these troubles in some detail by 
using an analog of the Bore1 and the Kac-Slepian paradoxes, and a 
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“strange” identity for the (conditional) expectations. It will be shown that, 
except in the elementary case of discrete probability spaces, the problem of 
finding the conditional probability or expectation given a condition or 
hypothesis on a set of negligible probability is not well posed for the 
traditional calculations using the L’HBpital type approximation procedure, 
and to make it unique additional restricts that are inherent in the 
Kolmogorov model should be specified. Thus after presenting a precise 
framework (to avoid ambiguities) for Kolmogorov’s general definition in 
the next section, integration relative to the conditional probability measure 
and a resulting difficulty will be sketched in Section 3. The paradoxes men- 
tioned above are analyzed in Section 4 and the final section contains some 
complements on a related problem regarding a computational method to 
obtain conditional probabilities unambiguously. Thus although known 
examples are used to illustrate the problems, the main focus of this paper is 
to point out the dtfficulty, to present a solution, and to bring the just-noted 
(unavailable) nontrivial constructive mathematical procedure to the user’s 
attention. 
2. THE FRAMEWORK 
To state the questions precisely, let (Q, Z, P) be a probability space. 
Thus 52 is a point set representing all possible outcomes of an experiment, 
Z is a a-algebra containing all the events of interest to the experimenter, 
and P is a probability function on Z describing the experiment. Then a 
random variable (T.v.) is a mapping f: Q + R such that f - '(I) E Z for each 
interval Ic R. The expectation off, denoted E( f ), is 
E(f)=~ofdP, (1) 
and E(f) is a Lebesgue integral so that E(f) exists iff E( 1 f I) < co. For any 
event A (i.e., A EC), P(A) >O, the conditional probability of an event B 
given A, denoted P(B 1 A), is defined as 
P,(B)= P(BI A) = P(Bn A)/P(A). (2) 
Clearly P( -1 A): C + R+ is a probability, and then the conditional expec- 
tation off given A becomes 
EA(f)=j fdP,=&j fdP, 
A A 
(3) 
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whenever E(f) exists. Two events C, D are independent if P(C n D) = 
P(C) P(D), so that in general PA( .) and EA( .) vary with A. 
Both (2) and (3) are easily extended to countable partitions 
Y={A,,iZl} 0feventsofQ i.e.,ifP(A,)>O, L?=U,“=,A;, AinAi=(21, 
i#j. Indeed for each r.v. f with /E(f)/ < co, the conditional expectation 
relative to 9 is 
E9(f) = f EA,(f) XA, (4) 
i= 1 
and then the conditional probability is given by 
‘“tB) = ES(XB) = f PAn(B) ’ X,4,, BEC. (5) 
n=l 
In applications, frequently one has to apply these formulas to events of the 
form: A= {o: g(o)=y}, B= {o:f(o)<x} for r.v.‘sx g. If A$Y’, then 
it is necessary to extend (5). For this, it is useful to express (4) and (5) 
alternately. If E(f) exists, for any A E alg(9’), one has, on noting that the 
event AclJiEJAi, JcN (natural numbers), 
s E”U 1dp = 1 f EA,(~). XA, dp, by (4), 






Taking f = xB one gets a similar set of equations for P9 : 
1 Ps(B)dP=[ xBdP=P(Ar\B), BEZ, A ELF’. (7) 
A A 
If P(A) = 0, then PA( .) in (2) is undefined. Moreover, if Lg is the smallest 
a-algebra containing such a 9, then (4) and (5) easily extend. But if ~8 c C 
is a more general a-algebra, this constructuve procedure fails. However, (6) 
and (7) show how E”, Pa can still be defined, but with a sophisticated 
idea. If vr: A +L fA f dP, A E $9, then the P-integrability off implies v1 is 
a-additive on g and is absolutely continuous relative to P,, the restriction 
of P to @;, still a probability. Hence by the Radon-Nikodym theorem there 
is a Pa-unique functionx measurable relative to W, such that 
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Then the mapping Eg : f ~7 is well defined on L’(Q, .Z, P), is linear, and 
has range L’(s2, W, PI). Ea and Pa coincide with Ee and Pq of (4) and 
(5) on 9, and P”(B) is Ea(xe), BE C. These are called the (abstract) con- 
ditional expectation and probability, respectively, following [6]. Since they 
are only Pa-unique, one chooses a member of the equivalence class and 
calls it a version. Note that in contrast to (2) and (3), the general theory 
with (8) first yields the conditional expectation from which the conditional 
probability is obtained. Further the constructions of Es(f) and Pa(B), 
given by (8), are not easy. Ad hoc methods to obtain them lead to 
paradoxes, as illustrated below. Also it is seen that (1) (6) and (8) imply 
the identity 
HEa( = E(f), fE L’(Q, z, P). (9) 
Several properties of the operator Ea may be found in [7, lo], and an 
extended analysis of E” and Pg is in [S]. 
3. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITY AS AN INTEGRATOR 
Here the standard practice of integrating relative to conditional 
probability (and their “densities”) will be discussed and some “side effects” 
analyzed. Thus let X, Y be a pair of r.v.‘s on (Q, Z, P), with an absolutely 
continuous distribution F. Let its density be fX, y, so that 
Fx.,(x, y)=P((w:N~)<x, Y(~)<Y)), (x, Y)E Rx R (10) 
and fX, y(x, y) = (a2F, ,/ax ay)(x, y). The marginal distributions are then 
given by FAX) = lim, _ m F,, ,4x, Y), FY( Y I= lim, + m Fx, Ax, Y 1, which 
have densities fX, fY (say). A common problem in applications, with 
such r.v.‘s, is to find explicitly P(BI A), where B = {w : X(w) <x> and 
A = (0: Y(o) = y}. Since P(A) = 0, formula (2) is not applicable. To 
simplify matters, let Q = R2, Z = the smallest o-algebra containing 
all rectangles of R2, X, Y: lR2 + [w be functions such that X(x, y) =x, 
Y(x, y) = y, (x, ~)EQ, and P(E) = sjEf(x, y) dx dy, where f is a 
probability density. It is verfied that X, Y are coordinate functions, 
FX, ,(x, y) = s: o. sJ’-ou f(u, u) du du, defines FX, ,, to be the distribution of 
(X Y) in (lo), with fx.r=f, fx:x++~Rf(x,~)d~, fr:~c*~Rf(x,~)dx. 
Let us also define 
.&A” I Y)’ 
1 
fx. AX> Y vYY( Y )T if fY(~)ZOT 
6>. (11) 
Y 9 if fY( y) = 0. 
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Then JR fx, r(x I y) dx = 1, &, y(. ) y) is termed a conditional density of X 
given Y = y. For definiteness take 6 = 0 hereafter. It is not obvious that this 
new “definition” giving the conditional probability P( X < x 1 Y = y) = 
j”m fx, Au I Y) d U, satisfies (7). It must be shown that this does imply (7) 
so that there is no conflict between the definition of P(X < x 1 Y= y) using 
(11) and the general Kolmogorov concept. 
For this verification, one takes 9 as the a-algebra generated by 
(= smallest a-algebra containing) the “cylinders” or strips R! x Z, Zc II&! 
being an interval. Let B& be the a-algebra generated by the intervals of R, 
and rri: R2 -+ R be the ith (i= 1, 2) coordinate projection. Then it follows 
that g = rc~ ‘(g2) c C, and 99 is also the a-algebra generated by Y, i.e., 
by { Y--‘(Z) : Zc R intervals}. Observe that B or 9& is not generated by 
countable partitions of R2 or R. Now define Pa by the equation: 
P”(E)(o) =s fx, y(u Iy) du = j-,, f-x, y(uI q(o)) du, (12) 11 
for all o = (x, y) E 52, (u, y) E E = I, x Z2, a rectangle of R2. Standard results 
in real analysis show that P”( .)(a) is a-additive on the algebra of all such 
rectangles, P”(R*)(w) = 1, and has a unique extension to be a probability 
on ,J5’, for each w  E Q = R*. It is also measurable relative to B, and a 
computation (using Tonelli’s theorem) shows that for any A E ??Z, 
s P”(E)(w) dP(w) = P(n,(A) x q(E)) = P(A n E). (13) A 
(The omitted detail can be found, e.g., in [ 10, p. 1181.) Thus Pa satisfies 
(7). Consequently by the essential uniqueness, Pa is a version of the 
(image) conditional probability, thereby showing that the concrete 
definition provided by (11) and the abstract version given by Kolmogorov 
agree on their image space. Note that this verification, usually omitted, is 
not entirely trivial; but it becomes necessary in order to use the abstract 
theory. 
Since P@(E)(w) = EJ(xE)(co), Eqs. (llk(13) imply, first for simple and 
then for general r.v.‘s X 2 0, the representation, 
E”(X)(w) = 1 X(4 PaY(d4(w) = i, xfx, .(x I n2(o)) dx, (14) 
R 
for all o E Q, with o’ = (x, y) EQ, X(w’) = x. This equation is usually 
expressed symbolically as 
W-l Y)(y)=EWl Y=Y)=[ xfx,.(xl v)dx. (15) R 
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In this form, the integral is defined for all random variables for which (15) 
is meaninful. On the other hand, it is natural to ask whether an expression 
E(X 1 Y)( .) of (15) always represents a conditional expectation of X given 
Y. A negative answer is provided by the following: 
EXAMPLE. Let (Q, C, P) be as defined for (1 1 ), and let fX, ,, be 





Thenf,(y)=(~~)~“‘e~‘, y>O, and =0 for y<O. It follows from (11) 
that fxl Ax I Y) = (,dn)- “2exp(-x2y), for -coooxxco, y>O and =0 
elsewhere. Hence (12) holds and fX, ,, is a conditional density of X given 
Y=y. It results from (15) that E(X”l Y)(y)=0 for all n=2m-1, mal, 
and all y > 0. If E(Xn 1 Y) is the conditional expectation of X” given Y, then 
E(E(Xn 1 Y)) = E(0) = 0, where &? = a-algebra generated by Y. However, by 
(9) this must also equal E(P) which does not exist for any n B 1, since 
E(X”) = jn x”f,, y(x, y) dx dy = (l/n) SW (x”/( 1 +x2)) dx. Thus (9) is not 
valid! This example is essentially given in [3]. (Here m, n are integers.) 
What has gone wrong here? A direct calculation shows that E(Xn 1 Y) 
exists for all n 2 1, while for no n 2 1, E(F) exists on (Q, C, P). Here the 
set function vP( .) in (8) is not a-additive for n = 2m - 1, m > 1, and the 
Radon-Nikodym theorem is not applicable. Since the latter is the basis for 
Kolmogorov’s generalization from which the identity (9) is deduced, it is 
not valid in this case. Note that if n = 2m, m 2 1, then vP( .) is a-additive 
and nonnegative for which (8) is well defined and (9) holds with both sides 
becoming + co. It follows that (9) is true for all r.v.‘s f for which the 
positive or negative part off is integrable. 
At this point another remark is in order. In the special case considered 
for (11) P”( .)( .) defined by (12) and verified by (13) has the following 
two properties: (i) P”(.)(w) is an honest probability measure, ~EQ, and 
(ii) P*(E)( .) is B-measurable for each EEC. These two properties 
(especially (i)) need not hold for Ps, given by (8) abstractly. If they hold, 
P”( .)( .) is termed regular. Since by definition P”(A) = EYO(xA), A E Z, one 
can extend this by linearity of Ed to express 
J%!-) = [ f(o) Pg(dm), 
JR 
(17) 
first for step functions and then for all bounded measurable (for Z) 
functions using a standard argument. The appropriate procedure here turns 
out to be the Dunford-Schwartz integral. This coincides with the Lebesgue 
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integral iff Pa is regular (cf., e.g., [13, Theorem 2.3.11). It follows that the 
conditional expectation cannot always be evaluated by an elementary 
procedure such as that implied by (4)-(6). Further formula (2) when 
P( A ) = 0, using some form of the L’HBpital rule to calculate P( .I A ), leads 
to paradoxes, as is shown by the examples in the next section. 
It should be noted, however, that there are several important 
applications in which PJ is regular. If, for instance, X, Y are random 
variables (or vectors) which are representable as coordinate functions 
(extending the case of the above example of (16)) and 9 is the a-algebra 
generated by Y, then P”(. ) is regular. A general discussion of this non- 
trivial problem is given in [7, p. 36Off] and in more detail in [ 10, p. 119ff]. 
4. Two TYPES OF PARADOXES 
If X, Y are a pair of r.v.‘s on a nonatomic (or diffuse) probability space 
(Q, z, P) with an absolutely continuous distribution, having a density& y, 
then the work in (llt( 15) shows that one can calculate the following 
conditional probability: 
P[X<x I A]= [-X f(u I y)du, A = [Y= y]. (18) 
Also writing the left side as P(BJ y), B= [XC x], it represents a regular 
conditional probability and satisfies the system of Eqs. (13). However, 
P( A ) = 0 now and P( B 1 y ) is not directly obtainable from formula (2). It 
will now be shown, by two types of examples, that P(BI y) is not uniquely 
determined with computations often used in applications, and the under- 
lying difficulties will be exposed. 
(a) The Borel-type paradox. The problem here is analogous to 
that considered in [6, p. 511. A simple but vivid case is detailed for 
computational clarity. Let X, Y be independent r.v.‘s having a common 
distribution: 
1 1 - e +, P[X<x]=P[Y<x]= o x > 0, t x d 0. (19) 
For any a>O, let 2=(X-a)/Y, so that -co<Z< +co. If a~iR, and 
A = [Z= a], then P(A) = 0. The problem is to calculate PLY< y 1 A]. If 
f Y. z and fz are the density functions of (Y, Z) and Z, then using (19) and 
an elementary change of variables technique one finds 
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and fYI A Y I a ) = fr, A Y, a h!!.& ) becomes 
y > 0, a 2 0, 
otherwise, (21) 
and somewhat more complicated expression for a < 0. It is not needed here. 
Since clearly the event [Z = a] is the same, in this example, as the event 
[X- Ya = a], the corresponding conditional density fYl U of (Y, U) is 
obtained from a similar computation, after setting U = X- Ya, as 
exp[-y(l +a)-ul, y > 0, ay + u > 0, 
otherwise, 
and 
fY~JYla)=(l +a)expC-A1 +a)], ~20. (22) 
It is now evident that fylZ and fY, U agree for almost no values of y (a > 0 
being fixed). Consequently the conditional probabilities calculated with 
(18) using the densities (21) and (22) will be different. Thus a paradox has 
resulted! 
In [6, p. 511 discussing an analogous problem originally raised by 
Bore1 [ 11, Kolmogorov makes a brief statement: “the concept of a con- 
ditional probability with regard to an isolated given hypothesis whose 
probability equals zero is inadmissible.” Since the above type calculations 
frequently occur in many probabilistic and statistical practices, with (11) 
playing a key role, a deeper reason should be found. Indeed, this paradox 
can be satisfactorily explained with the general theory as follows. 
The problem involved is the calculation of P(B 1 A,) ( = E(xB 1 Z = a)), 
A,= [Z= a] with P(A,) =O. The desired value should be the same as 
&,I Z)(a) of the general theory, by (15) and (18). Now for any integrable 
r.v. Y, E( Y 1 Z) = g(Z) by the Doob-Dynkin lemma, where g : R + R is a 
(Borel) measurable function. This is essentially a standard fact (cf., e.g., [7, 
p. 343; or 10, Proposition 4, p. 1023). Hence P(BI Z= a) = g(a) if Y = xB. 
Here the function g is uniquely defined by the conditioning u-algebra 9& of 
the r.u. Z, and hence by Z. For (21) and (22) two different a-algebras & 
and 99” are at work and A, E gU n L#~. Consequently P(BI Z = a) and 
P(B 1 U = a) are different. Thus in lieu of a paradox, the meaning of 
Kolmogorov’s statement should be understood as follows. The problem of 
calculating P[Bl A,] with P(A.) = 0 is not completely specified and so a 
unique solution is not possible; in other words, the problem is not well 
posed. Here the analogy with the classical Bertrand paradox is appropriate. 
On the latter, with an accompanying discussion regarding its incomplete 
specification, see [ 11, Section 31. 
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(b) The Kac-Slepian paradox. Instead of evaluating P( B 1 A) by 
( 18) when P(A) = 0, one can use the formula (2) in which A is replaced by 
a sequence of events A, 1 A with P(A,) > 0 for each n. Consequently, with a 
type of L’Hopital’s rule, it is reasonable to define 
P(B(A)=limP(BlA,)=lim P(Bn ‘4,) 
P(A,) ’ 
BEZ, 
” n (23) 
whenever this limit exists. It is not obvious, however, that this definition is 
not in conflict with the earlier accepted concept from [6]. The fact that 
P(. 1 A) is a-additive and hence is a probability is also nontrivial, but this 
follows from the classical Vitali-Hahn-Saks theorem [12, p. 1761, and a 
more elementary proof is in [ 15, p. 1901. Since P(. 1 A) is thus a 
probability, for each bounded random variable X, let B,(X) = 
Jn X(w) P(do I A). Th is is well defined. To see that it satisfies the 
Kolmogorov definition in the sense that it is a version of a conditional 
expectation of X given A, let cr( { A,, n B 1 }) = B:, the a-algebra generated 
by the sets shown. Then zJJ c Z, A E a, EA,(X) is given by (3), and for each 
A,, of the generators, with PA,( .) for P(. I A,), 
s XdP= IA, E&f) dp = j,, (il, X dht) dp, n> 1, AmI 
as n+co, 
= s &(x) dp, A”O (24) 
where the preceding fact that PA( .) is a probability and the Helly-Bray 
theorem are used (or one can reduce this to the Lebesgue bounded 
convergence through the Skorokhod mapping theorem, cf. [ 10, pp. 336 and 
2181). Since A,, is a generator of a’, (24) implies that E,(X) is a version of 
Es(X) as asserted. 
In this argument, it is evident that such an A may be determined by 
several sequences {A,, n > 1 }. Then the corresponding &J families are dif- 
ferent. To illustrate this, consider a stationary ergodic Gaussian process 
(X(t), r>O} with mean 0 and covariance function r( .). Suppose that the 
pointwise derivative X’(r) of X(t) exists so that it is the slope of the 
continuous curve X( .) at t. The existence of such a process follows from the 
general theory. The problem is to find the conditional probability (or 
density) of X’(0) given that (X(0) = a) for any fixed a. Since X’ is obtained 
by a linear operation, it follows that X’(0) is also normally distributed with 
mean 0, and variance o2 ( >O, say). The event A = [X(O) = a] has 
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probability 0, and let us use one of the approximations indicated above. 
Thus if 6 > 0, and m E R, consider 
A? = {o: X,(o) passes through the line y = a + mt 
of length 6 for some t < 6( 1 + m2)-li2} 
= (0: X,(w) = a + mt for some 0 < t Q 6( 1 + m2)-1’2}. 
Clearly AT 1 A for each m, as 6 JO through a sequence. By (23), one has 
P[x’(O) < x ) A] = l$ P[x’(O) <x) AY], O<m<cn. (25) 
A standard but nontrivial argument shows (for a detailed computation, see, 
e.g., [lo, p. 1281) that (25) becomes 
(26) 
From (25) and (26) one sees that P(X’(0) <x 1 A] is different for each 
value of 0 <m < co, and hence there are uncountably many answers to the 
problem at hand so that one has a “bad” paradox. There is no single 
correct answer here. This example is extracted from [S]. 
Letting m + co in (26), one gets the limit through the vertical line, called 
a “vertical window” (v.w.) solution, and letting m --) 0, one has a “horizon- 
tal window” (h.w.) solution given respectively by 
P[x’(O) < XI A]..,, = 1.’ e-u2’2”2(2n02)--‘2 du, (27) 
-m 
P[X’(O)<X~A]~,,=~~ (u( e~~~‘~~~(2a*)-‘du. 
-cc 
(28) 
Here (27) corresponds to the fact that x’(0) and X(0) are independent, and 
this explanation ignores part of the information that X’(0) is obtained as a 
limit of the quotients (X(t)- X(O))/t as t JO. On the other hand, the h.w. 
solution (28) seems to have some special relation to the “mean recurrence 
time” studied in statistical mechanics as noted in [S]. Considering other 
approximations of A (e.g., through circles with center, (a, 0) and radius 6) 
still different values for the left side of (25) can be obtained. Thus the 
problem is again not well posed as in the last subsection. 
To understand the problem, consider the abstract theory. Since A; 2 A; 
for 6 > 6’, let 99” be the a-algebra generated by {AT, 6 >O>. Then 
A E nm 99”’ and P(A)=O. The above computation merely shows that 
P@“(X’(O) < x)(a) gives different values for different m, since the 99” vary 
683/27/2-9 
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with m, and there is no paradox and for a unique solution the conditioning 
a-algebra should be specified (but a lattice will not be sufficient as classical 
measure theory shows, cf., e.g. [12, p. 4593). 
There is no universal recipe to calculate P”( .) for a given .!#‘, in contrast 
with the elementary case. The work here naturally leads to differentiation 
theory and is relatively involved. For some discussion on the problem, see 
[lo, p. 1301). 
5. ANOTHER APPROACH AND COMPLEMENTS 
An alternative method to the above difficulties is an axiomatic approach 
to conditional probability concept itself. This was proposed by RCnyi [ 143 
and his axioms may be stated as follows. If (Q, Z) is a measurable space, 
L?&, c C is a nonempty class (not a ring), let P( 1 .): C x L?.& + [W+ be a 
mapping which satisfies the axioms: 
I. AEC,BE~~=+O<P(A~B)<l, P(BIB)=l, 
II. P( . 1 B) is a-additive (i.e., a measure) for each BE L’S?,,, 
III. (a) AEC, BEL’#:P(AIB)=P(A~BIB), and 
(b) AE~, {B,C}C~‘, A~B~C~P(AIB)P(BIC)=P(AIC). 
The class {Q, C, go, P( . I .)} is then termed a conditional probability space 
(in the sense of Rbnyi). From axioms I and II, it follows that 4 4 gO. Also I 
and III imply a disintegration formula, i.e., {B,; n > 1) c J%&, disjoint, 
B=U,B,, then for any CE@,, CcB and for each Cc?&,, Cc B, with 
Cn B,E!?& one has 
P(AIC)= f P(Al&)P(B,IC), AEZ. (29) 
k=l 
It is clear that P, of (2) satisfies this system for each A E C with P(A) > 0. 
Also Rtnyi [ 15, p. 401, and later G&&r [Z, p. 3511 in somewhat more 
generality, proved that if L? E G&, then P(A I B) = P(A n B)/P(B) for a 
probability P(. ) = P( . I Q). A number of properties including a treatment 
of the Bore1 paradox for a class called “Cavalieri spaces” are in [ 141. But 
the solution obtained in [ 141 differs from the earlier work and, as expec- 
ted, depends on the method used. The problems of Kac-Slepian type seem 
harder to lit in this system. An enlargement of go to treat the latter type 
introduces the same difficulties as in the previous case. A further analysis 
with examples of this, and an elaboration of the preceding section, appears 
in Chapters III and IV of a monograph [ 131. 
A consequence of this analysis in current practice should be recorded. 
Conditional probability theory is basic in such areas as Markov processes 
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and Bayesian inference. In the discrete case (i.e., for Markov chains) the 
original model (2) suffices. In the general case, one assumes that P”( e)( .) is 
regular and develops the subject. The theory is valid with any fixed version. 
But again computational difficulties appear in the general case. The 
problem in the Bayesian case has the following structure. 
Let X,, . . . . X, be random variables with a joint distribution 
F&l, . . . . x, ( e), depending on a parameter 0. Suppose that F, is either 
absolutely continuous, or discrete, with density fJx,, . . . . x, 10) relative to 
P n, a Lebesgue or a counting measure, respectively. In the Bayesian 
analysis, 8 is a value of a random variable 0. If the latter takes values in 
Tc Rk with density t(0), then 
Ut ,, . . . . t,, e) =f,h . . . . t, I 0) 4(e) 
is the joint density of the vector (X,, . . . . X,, 0) in R” x T. Thus the con- 
ditional density of 0, given X, = x1, . . . . X, = x, , called the posterior density, 
is t,( 0 1 xi, . . . . x,) as in (11). Hence the posterior probability of 0 given the 
X,-values is obtained as usual by the equation 
~(0 E A 1 x, = x1, . . . . x, = .q = IA <,(e 1 x,, . . . . .u,) de. (30) 
If 5& = 0(X,) . ..) X,) and Pan(A”)(x,, . . . . x,) is calculated with the 
Kolmogorov definition, where A = R” x A, then our examples and analysis 
of the last sections show that this and the value given by (30) need not 
agree. The situation becomes more pronounced for stochastic processes. 
Since one accepts the Kolmogorov model in the current practice of these 
subjects, the correct value is Han( .)( .), and not necessarily that given by 
(30). There are several conditions on the basic probability model, derived 
from the classical differentiation theory, to calculate pan. Unfortunately, an 
efficient and implementable procedure to actually use in practical problems 
is still not available. The methods leading to (30), and the only other place 
[ 17, Chap. 91; cf., also [ 163, where such a problem is discussed prescribing 
a similar procedure, do not give a recipe for calculating the correct value. 
The L’HGpital type ratio approximations are necessarily not well posed, 
yielding essentially always nonunique solutions. A rigorous analysis of this 
note and the exact reasons for the difficulties with the traditional 
calculations seem to be missing in the literature for too long. Further 
detail, discussion, and applications are included in [ 131, cited above. 
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